WiFi based gesture recognition systems have recently proliferated due to the ubiquitous availability of WiFi in almost every modern building. The key limitation of existing WiFi based gesture recognition systems is that they require the user to be in the same configuration (i.e., at the same position and in same orientation) when performing gestures at runtime as when providing training samples, which significantly restricts their practical usability. In this paper, we propose a WiFi based gesture recognition system, namely WiAG, which recognizes the gestures of the user irrespective of his/her configuration. The key idea behind WiAG is that it first requests the user to provide training samples for all gestures in only one configuration and then automatically generates virtual samples for all gestures in all possible configurations by applying our novel translation function on the training samples. Next, for each configuration, it generates a classification model using virtual samples corresponding to that configuration. To recognize gestures of a user at runtime, as soon as the user performs a gesture, WiAG first automatically estimates the configuration of the user and then evaluates the gesture against the classification model corresponding to that estimated configuration. Our evaluation results show that when user's configuration is not the same at runtime as at the time of providing training samples, WiAG significantly improves the gesture recognition accuracy from just 51.4% to 91.4%.
INTRODUCTION

Motivation and Problem Statement
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MobiSys '17, June 19-23, 2017 natural choice for such communication and interaction is human gestures because gestures are an integral part of the way humans communicate and interact with each other in their daily lives. Indeed, researchers have been developing various types of gesture recognition systems, which usually rely on cameras [18, 21, 25, 31, 33, 38] , wearable sensors [22, 29, 34, 39, 49] , or wireless signals [12, 27, 35] . Among these systems, WiFi based gesture recognition systems are receiving widespread interest because the cost and complexity of deploying a WiFi based gesture recognition system is potentially negligible. It needs as few as only two commodity WiFi devices, such as a laptop and an access point, which already exist in almost every modern building. The intuition behind WiFi based gesture recognition systems is that the wireless channel metrics, such as channel state information (CSI) and received signal strength (RSS), change when a user moves in a wireless environment. The patterns of change in these metrics are different for different gestures. WiFi based gesture recognition systems first learn these patterns of change using machine learning techniques for each predefined gesture and then recognize them as the user performs them at runtime.
Limitations of Prior Art:
While several WiFi based gesture recognition systems have been proposed within the last few years, one of the limitations of the systems that work on commodity devices is that they recognize gestures with the reported accuracy only when either the position or the orientation of a user in the given environment does not change significantly compared to the position and orientation of the user at the time of providing training samples. Here, position is defined as the absolute location of the user in the given environment and orientation is defined as the direction in which the user is facing. Onward, we will use the term configuration to refer to position and orientation collectively. Two configurations are equal only if their corresponding positions and corresponding orientations are same.
The reason behind this limitation is that the patterns of change in wireless channel metrics due to a given gesture are different for different configurations of the user, and prior schemes do not take this into account. To illustrate this, consider a simple push gesture where a user moves her hand outward while facing towards the WiFi receiver. The amplitude of the signal reflected from the hand arriving at the WiFi receiver increases, as shown in Figure 1 (a). Now consider the same push gesture by the user while facing away from the WiFi receiver. The amplitude of the signal decreases, as shown in Figure 1 (b). This very simple illustration shows how same gesture results in different patterns of change in wireless channel metrics when performed in different configurations. Note that these two figures are obtained from real instances of the push gesture. We will provide our implementation details later in the paper.
Unfortunately, this limitation significantly restricts the practical usability of existing WiFi based gesture recognition systems due to the inconvenience of requiring the user to always be in the same configuration when performing gestures at runtime as at the time of providing training samples. It is absolutely imperative to address and overcome this limitation in order to take WiFi based gesture recognition to its next level of evolution and to bring it a step closer to real world deployment. Problem Statement: In this paper, our goal is to design a WiFi based gesture recognition system that is agnostic to user's configuration, i.e., it should recognize gestures of user irrespective of his/her configuration.
Proposed Approach
A seemingly obvious solution to making WiFi based gesture recognition agnostic to user's configuration is to first request the user to provide training samples for all gestures in all possible configurations in the given environment and then use these samples to learn patterns of change in wireless channel metrics for each gesture in all possible configurations. While this solution is theoretically plausible, it is impractical because the number of training samples to collect is prohibitively large and, therefore, almost impossible for a user to provide.
In this paper, we present a WiFi based configuration agnostic gesture recognition system (WiAG), which recognizes gestures irrespective of user's configuration and at the same time, requires user to provide training samples in only one configuration. We have designed WiAG to work on commodity WiFi devices, such as laptops. To measure changes in the wireless channel due to gestures, WiAG uses channel state information (CSI), which is a well known wireless channel metric and has been used in several existing WiFi based gesture and activity recognition systems [12, 24, 45, 46] .
The key component of WiAG is our novel theoretically grounded translation function that can generate virtual samples of a given gesture in any desired configuration using a real sample of that gesture collected from the user in a known configuration. The key property of this translation function is that the virtual sample of a gesture that it generates for the desired configuration is identical to the real sample that would result from a real user performing that gesture in that configuration. The key idea behind WiAG is that instead of requesting the user to provide training samples in all possible configurations, it first requests the user to provide training samples for all gestures in only one configuration and then automatically generates virtual samples for all gestures in all possible configurations by applying our translation function on each training sample. Next, for each configuration, it generates a k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) based classification model using the virtual samples of the gestures in that configuration. To recognize gestures of a user at runtime, as soon as the user performs a gesture, WiAG first automatically estimates the configuration of the user and then evaluates the gesture against the classification model corresponding to that estimated configuration.
Technical Challenges
In designing WiAG, we faced several technical challenges, out of which, we describe three here. The first challenge is to develop a theoretical model to estimate changes in CSI measurements due to human gestures. This model is required in order to develop our translation function. We develop this model by first quantifying the changes in CSI measurements caused by a point object in linear motion. Next, we extend the model for the point object to a human arm (or any limb used during gesture) in linear motion. As human gestures often comprise of non-linear motions of arm (e.g., circle or wave gesture), we extend the model for arm in linear motion to arm in non-linear motion, and use this final model to develop our translation function.
The second challenge is to automatically estimate user's configuration when he/she performs a gesture. This estimate of user's configuration is required to select an appropriate classification model to evaluate the unknown gesture. To address this challenge, we made the formulation of our model for non-linear arm motion parametric in nature, where two of the parameters are the position and the orientation of user. To estimate user's configuration, we first ask the user to perform a preamble gesture and then solve our model to estimate the position and orientation using the CSI measurements observed during the preamble gesture.
The third challenge is to make WiAG resilient to static changes in the environment, such as adding an extra chair. Such static changes result in new multi-paths or change the lengths of existing multi-paths. Although they do not contribute dynamically changing variations to CSI measurements during the gestures, they still modify the net patterns of change observed in the CSI measurements. To address this challenge, we have developed our model for non-linear arm motion such that it characterizes the change in CSI measurements instead of the absolute CSI measurements. Consequently, the effects of the addition of new multi-paths or changes to the lengths of existing multi-paths as a result of static environmental changes get cancelled out in the model and the model only captures information about the multi-paths that are affected by moving objects, which in our case is user's arm.
Key Contributions
In this paper, we make following three key contributions. First, we present a novel translation function that enables position and orientation agnostic gesture recognition without requiring the user to provide training samples in all possible configurations. Second, we present a novel configuration estimation scheme that automatically identifies the position and orientation of the user. To the best of our knowledge, there is no prior work that can estimate the orientation of user without requiring the user to hold a device in hand, such as an RFID tag [36] . Third, we have implemented and extensively evaluated WiAG using commodity WiFi devices, which include a Thinkpad X200 laptop equipped with an In-tel 5300 WiFi NIC and a TP-Link N750 access point. Our results from an extensive set of experiments show that when user's configuration is not the same at runtime as at the time of providing training samples, our translation function significantly improves the accuracy of gesture recognition from just 51.4% to 91.4%.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we describe prior WiFi based gesture recognition systems and explain why each of them requires the user to always be in the same configuration at the time of performing gestures as at the time of providing training samples. In addition to gesture recognition systems, researchers have also proposed WiFi based activity recognition systems and WiFi based micro-movement sensing systems. Due to space limitation and rather less relevance to gesture recognition, we do not individually describe each activity and micro-movement recognition system. Instead, we only mention them and point the interested readers to appropriate references.
Prior WiFi based systems can be divided into two broad categories: specialized-hardware (SH) based and commodity-devices (CD) based. The SH-based systems use software defined radios (SDRs), often along with specialized antennas or custom analog circuits, to capture changes in the wireless channel metrics due to human movements. The CDbased systems are implemented using commercially available devices, such as commodity laptops, and use the WiFi NICs in those devices to capture changes in the wireless channel metrics. The SH-based systems are usually slightly more accurate because SDRs can measure the wireless channel metrics more accurately compared to the WiFi NICs in commodity devices. Nonetheless, the CD-based systems have received a wider acceptance compared to the SH-based systems due to their potentially negligible deployment cost and complexity. Consequently, we have designed WiAG such that it can be implemented on commodity devices and does not require any specialized hardware. Next, we describe the existing work on CD-based systems followed by the SHbased systems.
CD-based Human Sensing using WiFi
To the best of our knowledge, Abdelnasser et al. proposed the only existing CD-based gesture recognition system, WiGest [12] . WiGest uses RSS as the wireless channel metric. WiGest recognizes gestures based on the patterns of change in primitives such as rising edge, falling edge and pause. As long as the user faces the same direction with respect to the receiver, WiGest can recognize gestures irrespective of where the user is with respect to the receiver. However, if the direction the user is facing changes, the patterns of change in the primitives also change, resulting in loss in accuracy. In comparison, WiAG does not require the direction of user to always be the same with respect to the receiver.
Researchers have also proposed other WiFi based human sensing systems that can be implemented on commodity devices, such as WiFall that detects a single human activity of falling [24] , E-eyes [46] and CARM [45] that recognize daily human activities, such as brushing teeth, taking shower, and doing dishes in fixed user configurations, WiDraw that enables in-air drawing [40] , WiHear that recognizes a predefined set of spoken words [43] , WiKey that recognizes characters typed on keyboard [19] , WifiU that identifies people based on their gait [44] , FrogEye that counts the number of people in a crowd [47] , and indoor localization schemes [37, 48] .
SH-based Human Sensing using WiFi
Pu et al. proposed WiSee that uses an SDR to monitor micro-level doppler shifts in a carrier wave to recognize gestures [35] . To make it relatively independent of user configuration, WiSee leverages a preamble gesture to first calibrate the sign of the subsequent Doppler shifts and then recognizes the gestures. Kellogg et al. proposed AllSee that uses an analog envelope-detection circuit to extract the amplitude of the received signal and learns the pattern of change in it to recognize gestures [27] . As the magnitude of shift in amplitude at the receiver depends on the direction of movement of hand and the distance between the receiver and the hand, AllSee works only if the user is at a predefined distance and in a predefined orientation with respect to the receiver. Furthermore, AllSee works only when the user is within a short distance of less than 2.5 feet from the receiver. Due to these limitations, the authors of AllSee proposed to keep the receiver in user's backpack or pocket to keep the configuration of user with respect to the receiver fixed. In comparison to both WiSee and AllSee, WiAG neither requires the user to be in a fixed configuration nor requires any specialized hardware.
Researchers have also proposed other WiFi based human sensing systems that utilize specialized hardware with objectives such as tracking humans [13, 15, 16] , measuring movement speeds of different parts of human body [42] , recognizing human gait [30] , building images of nearby objects [26] , measuring breathing and heart rates [17] , and localizing multiple users [14] .
TRANSLATION FUNCTION
In this section, we develop our translation function that can generate virtual samples of any given gesture in any desired configuration using a real sample of that gesture collected from the user in a known configuration. Note that any sample (either virtual or real) is essentially a time-series of the measurement values of one or more wireless channel metrics. Our translation function works on samples comprised of CSI measurements, which the commodity WiFi devices provide. Next, we first briefly describe what CSI measurements represent and then derive our translation function.
Channel State Information
Modern IEEE 802.11n/ac WiFi devices typically consist of multiple transmit and receive antennas and thus support MIMO. A MIMO channel between each transmit-receive (T x-Rx) antenna pair comprises of 64 subcarriers (52 for data, 4 for pilot tones, and 8 for protective padding). WiFi devices continuously monitor the state of the wireless channel to effectively perform transmit power allocation and rate adaptation [23] . For this monitoring, they utilize CSI measurements, which they calculate internally using preambles in the received signals. Let X(f, t) and Y (f, t) be the frequency domain representations of transmitted and received signals, respectively, on a subcarrier with carrier frequency f at time t between a given T x-Rx pair. The two signals are related by the expression Y (f, t) = H(f, t) × X(f, t), where H(f, t) represents the channel frequency response (CFR) of the wireless channel for the subcarrier of X(f, t) at time t between the given T x-Rx pair. A CSI measurement essentially consists of these CFR values, one for each subcarrier between each T x-Rx pair. Let NT x and NRx represent the number of transmitting and receiving antennas, respectively, and let S represent the number of subcarriers between each T x-Rx pair. Each CSI measurement contains S matrices (i.e., one matrix per subcarrier) of dimensions NT x × NRx each. Each matrix contains CFR values for its associated subcarrier between all T x-Rx pairs. As WiFi NICs generate CSI measurements repeatedly (e.g., Intel 5300 WiFi NIC generates up to 2500 measurements/sec [23] ), we essentially obtain S × NT x × NRx time-series of CFR values. Onward, we will call each time-series of CFR values a CSI-stream. As each CSI-stream is comprised of CFR values, next, we derive expressions that model the CFR in the absence and presence of gestures. These expressions will be used in deriving the translation function.
CFR Modeling without Gestures
CFR of a wireless channel for a subcarrier quantifies the change in magnitude and phase, which that subcarrier experiences when passing through that wireless channel. Consider a wireless signal propagating on a subcarrier with frequency f . At time t, we can represent this propagating signal by a sinusoid S(f, t) = A(t) × e j2πf t , where A(t) is the amplitude of the sinusoid and f is the subcarrier frequency. Assume that this signal is travelling through a time-invariant free-space, i.e., the space contains no objects, obstacles, or humans. Let X(f ) represent this signal when it was initially transmitted at time t = 0. Thus,
represent this signal when it arrives at the receiver at time T after traveling a dis-
It is a well known fact that the amplitude of a wireless signal travelling through free-space is inversely proportional to the square of the distance it travels; thus A(T ) ∝
where c is the propagation speed of the wireless signal and k is the proportionality constant, which caters for the effects of the relatively stationary characteristics of environment (such as its thermal properties) on wireless signal. If the wavelength of the sinusoid is λ, the phase of the sinusoid at the receiver will be 2πf T = 2π
The equation above quantifies the CFR of a time-invariant wireless channel in free-space for a subcarrier with wavelength λ (or frequency f , where λ = c f ). Note that Eq. (1) models CFR for the ideal setting where there are no surfaces in the space that reflect the signal and the signal travels from the transmitter to the receiver on a single line-of-sight path. In practice, however, the signal that arrives at the receiver is a linear combination of several signals traveling through different paths due to reflections from objects in the space. Let N represent the number of such paths and let Di represent the total length of the i th path. Assuming that the space is still time-invariant despite the presence of multiple objects (i.e., all objects stay stationary), the CFR of the wireless channel in this space is quantified by the generalized version of Eq. (1) as below.
CFR Modeling with Gestures
When a user is present in the environment, different paths that the signal traverses can be divided into two categories: non-user reflected paths and user reflected paths. Non-user reflected paths include both line-of-sight paths as well as the paths reflected from static objects. Such paths do not change due to human movements. We represent the aggregate CFR of all non-user reflected paths with a constant Hs(f ). The user reflected paths can be further divided into two subcategories. The first subcategory consists of the paths that go directly to the receiver after reflecting from the user, and the second subcategory consists of the paths that experience further reflections after reflecting from the user. Compared to the signals traveling on the paths belonging to the first subcategory, we assume that the signals traveling on the paths belonging to the second subcategory have relatively lower amplitudes when they arrive at the receiver, and are thus approximated with 0. Lets assume for now that there is only a single path of length D that is reflected from the arm of the user as he/she performs the gesture. We will soon incorporate the more complex scenario where multiple paths reflect from the arm. Let HD(f ) represent the aggregate CFR of the wireless channel containing a stationary human. Based on Eq. (2), HD(f ) is calculated as below.
This equation still assumes that the channel is time-invariant despite user's presence and is valid only if the user stays stationary. Next, we first derive an expression to calculate CFR when the user is not stationary anymore, rather moves the arm in a linear motion, such as doing a push gesture. After that, we extend this expression to calculate CFR when the user moves the arm in arbitrary directions to perform any desired gestures.
Linear Gestures
Consider a point object, initially situated at a distance D1 from the receiver. Suppose the object moves at an angle θ with speed v for time t and arrives at the point situated at a distance D2, as shown in Figure 2 (a). Let d = vt represent the distance that the object moves in time t. Using basic trigonometric identities, we get
Dividing Eq. (5) by Eq. (4), squaring the resultant, and adding 1 yields the following on simplification.
Replacing D in Eq. (3) with D2 and substituting the value of (D2) 2 from Eq. (6) into the denominator of the second term in Eq. (3), we get
The equation above calculates CFR at time t when the point object has travelled a distance d and there is only one reflected path (i.e., from the point object). Note that we have introduced t in the term HD 2 (f, t) because d = vt, i.e., the channel is no longer time-invariant due to change in the position of the point object with time. When a human performs a linear gesture, such as a push or pull, the entire arm moves, and not just a point object. The arm acts as a reflector and its area of cross-section changes in proportion to the distance moved by the arm. Consequently, the strength of the signal reflected off the arm changes proportionately too. To calculate total CFR at time t, represented by HT (f, t), that incorporates reflection from the entire arm, we adopt the following simplified model. We first divide the length of the portion of arm extended by time t into infinitesimal segments of size dd such that each segment offers a single reflected path (i.e., acts like a point object). After that, we add the CFRs of paths reflected from each of these tiny segments by integrating the second term in Eq. (7) over d, which gives the following approximation for the total CFR (after substituting d = vt).
Unfortunately, it is not straightforward to obtain the value of the constant Hs(f ). To eliminate it, we differentiate the equation above with respect to t. This differentiation also eliminates the contribution of any static object in the environment to the CFR, and thus, makes WiAG resilient to static changes in the environment, such as adding an extra chair. which results in the following equation.
The physical interpretation of this equation is that it calculates the change introduced in the total CFR for subcarrier with frequency f at time t as a result of the reflection introduced/removed by a small surface area as the arm extends/retracts by a small distance. Thus, if we know the initial distance D1 and the orientation θ of the user, we can estimate the change in CFR values due to linear gestures using the parametric formulation in Eq. (8). In practice, we obtain the values of dHT (f, t) for any desired subcarrier by taking the first order difference of the CSI-stream of that subcarrier.
While Eq. (8) describes both amplitude and phase of the first order derivative of the total CFR, moving forward, we only utilize the amplitude information of the CFR because the noise contained in the amplitude values of CFR is additive in nature and relatively easy to filter out. Thus, it does not significantly affect the change in CFR amplitude due to user's gestures. Taking only the amplitude into consideration, Eq. (8) reduces into the following.
This equation calculates the amplitude of the first order derivative of total CFR for linear gestures, such as push and pull. Next, we extend this model to gestures with arbitrary directions of motion. We will use the resulting extended model to derive our translation function.
Non-linear Gestures
Consider a point object initially situated at a distance D1 from the receiver. Suppose the object moves along an arbitrary non-linear path at a constant speed v, starting at an angle θ1 with respect to the user orientation, i.e., the direction the user is facing, as shown in Figure 2 (b). Let Θ represent the absolute user orientation. After a short duration ∆t, the object reaches a position where its distance from the receiver is D2. The duration ∆t is small enough such that the path followed by the object during this time can be approximated by a straight line. Until this point, the situation is exactly the same as discussed for linear-gestures in Section 3.3.1. At this point, the object continues to move, without stopping, at the same speed v but at an angle θ2 with respect to the user orientation. After another short ∆t, it reaches a position where its distance from the receiver is D3 as shown in the Figure 2(b) The object continues to move like this without stopping.
As the object moves at a constant speed v, the distance d it covers in each ∆t interval is constant, i.e., d = v × ∆t. Following the same steps as we took to derive Eq. (6), we obtain the following equation.
Let ti represent the time when the object has moved through i segments along its path, i.e., ti = i × ∆t. If we can automatically calculate the values of D1, all θi, Θ, k, and v (we will describe in Section 3.4.1 how we automatically calculate these values), we can calculate values of Di for all i. Following the same steps as for linear gestures in Section 3.3.1, we arrive at an equation similar to Eq. (9) that calculates the change in the amplitude of total CFR during the i th short time interval ∆t as a result of a very small change in reflection due to a small change in the position of the arm as it moves by a small distance. This equation is given below.
Eqs. (10) and (11) are the generalized versions of Eqs. (6) and (9), respectively, and are thus valid for both non-linear as well as linear gestures. As mentioned earlier, we obtain the values of dHT (f, ti) for any desired subcarrier by taking the first order difference of the CSI-stream of that subcar-rier. Through simple polar maths, it is easy to see that during consecutive CSI measurements (10ms apart), the fastest moving point on a human arm moves by less than 2cm, which is small enough for our context. Thus, our assumption that the path followed by any point on the arm during ∆t interval can be approximated by a straight line holds in practice.
Gesture Translation
Next, we use Eq. (11) to derive our translation function. Recall that dHT (f, ti) represents the difference between consecutive CFR values in the CSI-stream of subcarrier with frequency f at times ti and ti−1. Let V (f, ti, X) represent the value of dHT (f, ti) when user is in configuration X. Eq. (11) can be written as.
If a user provides a training sample in configuration A and we desire to translate it to configuration B, as the right hand side of the equation above is a constant, translated values of CFR, represented by V (f, ti, B), are given by the following equation.
Eq. (12) is our gesture translation function. To apply this translation function, WiAG needs the values of the configuration parameters (D1 and Θ), proportionality constant (k), shape parameters (all θi), and speed (v) at both configurations A (where the user provided training samples) and B (the desired configuration). Next, we describe how WiAG obtains the values of these parameters at both configurations.
Parameter Estimation for Configuration A
Config. Params. and Prop. Constant: We use our configuration estimation scheme to automatically calculate the values of D A 1 , Θ A , and k A . We will describe our configuration estimation scheme in Section 6.
Shape Parameters: To estimate the values of shape parameters θ A i , we request the user to hold a smart phone in hand for at least one sample per gesture when providing training data. The smart phone runs our custom application that applies standard algorithms on the measurements from the onboard inertial measurement unit (IMU) to calculate the direction and magnitude of displacement of hand along all three axes and obtains the values of all θ A i . We emphasize here that we ask the user to hold a smart phone in hand only at the time of collecting training samples and never at the time of using the trained gesture recognition system at runtime. In every sample during which the user holds the phone, the user is requested to hold it in same orientation.
Speed:
We again use our smart phone app to calculate the speed of the gesture. Our app divides the length of the path the hand follows during the gesture by the duration of the gesture to calculate speed. We again emphasize that the user holds a smart phone in hand only during training samples.
Parameter Estimation for Configuration B
Config. Params. and Prop. Constant: When generating classification models, the values of configuration parameters at configuration B are already known (we will see this shortly). When recognizing an unknown gesture from user at runtime, we use our configuration estimation scheme (Section 6) to calculate these values.
Shape Parameters: We use the same values for shape parameters at configuration B as at configuration A, i.e., ∀i, θ B i = θ A i , because we want the shape of the gesture to stay the same in the virtual samples.
Speed: We use the same value for speed at configuration B as at configuration A because the speed of gesture should not change in the virtual sample.
Applying the Translation Function
To generate a virtual sample of a given gesture at a desired configuration B using a sample of that gesture collected at configuration A, WiAG first estimates the values of all parameters for both configurations as described above, and then ∀i, uses Eq. (12) to calculate V (f, ti, B) corresponding to each value V (f, ti, A) in the first-order difference of the filtered CSI-streams of that gesture. Filtering will be discussed shortly.
WIAG -OVERVIEW
In this section, we provide an overview of WiAG and how it utilizes the translation function to perform position and orientation agnostic gesture recognition. To recognize gestures in any given environment, WiAG needs classification models for those gestures in all possible configurations in that environment. Theoretically, the number of possible configurations is infinite. However, practically, we observed that a change in position of up to 12 inches and a change in orientation of up to 45
• does not have a significant impact on gesture recognition accuracy. Therefore, we recommend to generate classification models at all positions corresponding to the intersection points of an imaginary grid, where the side of each square in the grid is at most 12 inches in length. At each position, we recommend to generate classification models for at least 360
• /45 • = 8 orientations. Given the training samples collected in a single known configuration, WiAG builds classification models for each configuration in the following four steps.
1) CSI-Stream Conditioning:
In this step, WiAG performs two tasks: noise removal and gesture extraction. CSIstreams contain a large amount of noise that occludes the variations caused by gestures in the channel frequency response. To remove this noise, WiAG first applies a principal component analysis (PCA) based de-noising technique followed by Butterworth filtering. It then calculates the first order difference of the filtered streams. We call the resulting streams "differentiated principal component" (dPC) streams. To extract a gesture from the dPC-streams, i.e., to identify the start and end times of the gesture, WiAG uses a supervised thresholding scheme. It then uses the values in dPC-streams contained between the start and end times for further processing.
2) Configuration Estimation: Before collecting any training samples, WiAG requests the user to first perform a preamble gesture in the configuration where the user will provide the training samples. Using the dPC-streams from the preamble gesture, WiAG estimates the configuration parameters and the proportionality constant by solving the CFR model derived in Section 3.
3) Gesture Translation: In this step, using the parameter values obtained from the second step along with the values of the shape parameters and speed obtained from the IMU, WiAG applies the translation function on each sample of each gesture extracted from the dPC-streams during the first step to generate virtual samples of the gestures in all configurations.
4) Classifier Training:
In this step, for each configuration, WiAG takes the virtual samples of all gestures in that configuration from the third step and extracts appropriate features from them. It uses these features to perform k-NN based classification. Note that WiAG applies only the third and the fourth steps for each configuration in the given environment. The first and the second steps are applied only once on the training data.
Gesture Recognition: To recognize a gesture at runtime, WiAG requests the user to first perform a preamble gesture. The preamble gesture is not required if the time elapsed since the user performed the previous gesture is less than 10s. WiAG assumes that the user does not change configurations between consecutive gestures if they are separated in time by less than 10s. WiAG continuously applies CSI-stream Conditioning step on the incoming CSI-streams. As soon as it detects and extracts an unknown gesture, it checks whether more than 10s have elapsed since the previous gesture. If yes, WiAG applies the Configuration Estimation step, otherwise, it uses the values from previous most recently executed configuration estimation step. WiAG then takes the features (which it extracted during the fourth step) of the virtual samples corresponding to the estimated configuration and applies k-NN based classification to recognize the incoming gesture. Next, we describe CSI-Stream Conditioning, Configuration Estimation, and Classifier Training steps in detail. We do not discuss Gesture Translation step further because we have already described it in detail in Section 3.
CSI-STREAM CONDITIONING
In this section, we first explain how WiAG removes noise from CSI-streams and then describe how it detects the start and end of a gesture.
Noise Removal
The CSI-streams provided by WiFi NICs are extremely noisy. This noise occludes the variations caused by gestures, which makes it difficult to recognize them. The major source of noise in CSI-streams is the internal state transitions in sender and receiver WiFi NICs, such as transmission power changes and transmission rate adaptations. These state transitions manifest as high amplitude impulse and burst noises in CSI-streams. Before we describe how WiAG removes this noise, recall from Section 3.1 that there are 64 subcarriers between each T x-Rx antenna pair. However, the driver of our Intel 5300 WiFi NIC reports CSI measurements for only 30 out of the 64 subcarriers. Therefore, we get only 30 CSIstreams for each T x-Rx antenna pair.
To remove the noise, WiAG uses the de-noising scheme of CARM, proposed in [45] . We briefly summarize this scheme here and refer interested readers to [45] for details. CARM's de-noising scheme leverages the observation that human movements cause correlated changes in all CSIstreams. Principal component analysis (PCA) is a natural choice to capture these correlated changes. For each T x-Rx pair, we first apply PCA on the 30 CSI-streams to capture all correlated human movements and then pass each of the resulting streams through a butterworth filter to remove any noise in the captured human movements. Consequently, we get 30 new streams per T x-Rx pair, ordered based on the amount of information each stream contains. We call these new streams principle component (PC) streams. CARM recommends to use the second and third PC-streams for further processing because they contain little to no noise while at the same time clearly capture human movements. CARM does not use the first PC-stream because it captures the leftover correlated noise that the butterworth filter could not remove. We, however, chose to proceed only with the third component because we observed that the second component also captured some noise. Consequently, we get NT x × NRx PC-streams, one per T x-Rx pair. Figure 3(a) shows three randomly chosen raw CSI-streams out of 30 CSI-streams between a T x-Rx pair. We observe from this figure that these streams are indeed very noisy. Figure 3(b) shows the third PC-stream corresponding to the same duration as the CSI-streams in Figure 3 (a). We observe that this PC-stream contains no visible noise while at the same time captures human gestures clearly. 
Gesture Detection
To detect the start and end of a gesture, like most gesture recognition systems (including non-WiFi based), we request the user to take brief pauses before and after the gesture. Figure 4 (a) plots a PC-stream when the user performs a push gesture three times, with brief pauses before and after each gesture. We observe from this figure that there is an absolute increase or decrease in the stream values at the start or end of gestures. This happens due to change in the position of arm at the start and end of a gesture. This observation makes it challenging to develop a threshold based gesture detection scheme because one never knows where the arm will be at the start and when it will be at the end of an arbitrary gesture. We also observe from Figure 4 (a) that during the pauses, the values in the PC-stream experience only small changes, whereas, during the gestures, they experience larger changes. WiAG leverages this observation to detect the start and end of gestures. More specifically, it takes the first order difference of the PC-stream by subtracting each value in the PC-stream from the next value. We represent this differentiated PC-stream with dPC-stream. Figure 4(b) plots the dPC-stream corresponding to the PC-stream in Figure 4 (a). From this figure, we make two key observations. First, during the gestures, the amplitudes of variations in the dPC-stream are very high, whereas during the pauses, the amplitudes are very low. Second, the dPC-stream is centered around 0, especially during the pauses, regardless of what the position of the arm is at the start and end of gestures. These two observations enable us to set a threshold to identify the start and end of any gesture.
To identify the start and end of a gesture, WiAG monitors the time-separation between peaks in the dPC-stream of any one T x-Rx pair. But first, it has to distinguish between peaks generated during gestures from the peaks generated during pauses. WiAG identifies peaks in the dPC-stream by comparing each value in the stream with the value before and the value after it. If any value is less than both values before and after it, that value is a local minima. Similarly, if any value is greater than the values before and after it, it is a local maxima. From the empirical study of our data set, we observed that the absolute amplitudes of almost 100% of the peaks during pauses is less than a threshold T = 0.8, whereas the absolute amplitudes of 98% of the peaks during gestures is greater than T . WiAG uses this threshold T to distinguish between peaks belonging to gestures from the peaks belonging to pauses.
While T = 0.8 in our data set, WiAG actually automatically calculates this threshold for any given environment by asking a user to first stay stationary and then move the arm randomly. WiAG takes the time when the user started moving the arm as input. Using one of the resulting dPCstreams, it calculates average µS of absolute amplitudes of peaks when the user was stationary and average µG of absolute amplitudes of peaks when the user was moving the arm, and sets the threshold as T = (µS + µG)/2.
After identifying all peaks with absolute amplitudes >T , WiAG makes groups of peaks that are close in time, i.e., it groups together all peaks for which the largest time separation between any pair of consecutive peaks is no more than 300ms. Each group represents a gesture, where the start and end times of the gesture are the times of the first and last peaks in the group, respectively. With this method, WiAG successfully identified the start and end times of 96% of gestures in our data set while experiencing no false positives.
CONFIGURATION ESTIMATION
In this section, we explain how WiAG estimates the configuration parameters (D1 and Θ) and the proportionality constant (k). For this purpose, WiAG requests the user to perform a preamble gesture, which in our implementation is a push gesture. We will later show that push is also one of the six gestures on which we evaluated WiAG. If a user wants to perform a push gesture, but is required to perform the preamble gesture first because the user has not performed any gesture in last 10 seconds, the user simply performs the push gesture twice, with a brief pause in between. WiAG treats the first gesture as the preamble gesture and the second as the regular gesture. As push is a linear gesture, our configuration estimation scheme is based on Eq. (9).
The terms (
cos(θ) in the denominator of Eq. (9) almost always evaluate to less than 1 because vt is the distance the hand travels, whose maximum value for a push gesture is approximately equal to the length of the arm. Furthermore, as D1 is the distance of the user from the receiver, it is almost always greater than the length of the arm. Consequently, we can do binomial expansion of dHT (f, t) in Eq. (9), which gives us
Note the that we have replaced θ with Θ in the equation above because in our formulation for linear gestures, the orientation Θ of the user was represented by θ (see Figure  2 (a)). The binomial expansion above expresses dHT (f, t) as a polynomial in t. To estimate the values of D1, Θ, and k, we fit a polynomial of degree n in least squares sense on an observed dPC-stream of the preamble gesture, which gives us n + 1 polynomial coefficients. In our implementation, we used n = 8 as it provided the best fit. Let ai represent the i th coefficient from the polynomial fit. By comparing the estimated values of the coefficients a0, a1, and a2 from the polynomial fit with the coefficients of t 0 , t 1 , and t 2 , we get
Recall that we already know the value of v from our IMU based technique. Thus, we have three unknowns D1, Θ, and k and three equations, which we solve simultaneously to obtain the values of these unknowns. Also recall that WiAG obtains NT x × NRx dPC-streams per gesture. Thus, it actually first estimates the coefficients a0, a1, and a2 from each of the NT x × NRx dPC-streams and then uses their average values in the three equations above to estimate the values of D1, Θ, and k.
CLASSIFIER TRAINING
WiAG builds a classification model for gestures in each configuration. As WiAG uses k-NN based classifier, the process of building the classification model in any given configuration essentially involves only extracting features form the virtual samples in that configuration. Recall from Section 4 that WiAG obtains virtual samples in any desired con-figuration by applying the three steps of CSI-Stream Conditioning, Configuration Estimation, and Gesture Translation. Next, we first describe how WiAG extracts features from virtual samples and then explain how it evaluates an unknown gesture.
Feature Extraction
WiAG uses discrete wavelet transform (DWT) to extract features from virtual samples. We chose DWT due to its inherent ability to extract features with high classification potential when time-series for different samples belonging to the same class have similar shapes while the time-series of different samples belonging to different classes have different shapes. DWT is a popular tool to extract features and has extensively been used in both WiFi based [12, 19, 45] as well as non-WiFi based human sensing systems [32, 41] . One of the reasons behind its popularity is that it provides a good resolution in both time and frequency and enables measurements of both fast and slow gestures. WiAG extracts features using DWT in the following four steps.
1) Aggregation:
Recall that each virtual sample consists of NT x × NRx dPC-streams and that the CFR values across all T x-Rx pairs are correlated. Consequently, all NT x × NRx dPC-streams are also correlated. We leverage this observation to combine these NT x × NRx dPC-streams into a single stream by first applying PCA on these streams and then picking the resulting PCA component with the largest Eigen value. We name this component dPC-component. The motivation behind combining these streams into a single stream is to reduce the computational cost of the k-NN based classifier when recognizing gestures at runtime.
2) Extrapolation: Due to human imprecisions, users almost always take different amounts of time to perform two samples of even the same gesture. Consequently, the number of points in the dPC-component of each virtual sample is also almost always different. To apply DWT, we need the number of points in dPC-component of every sample to be the same. From the exploratory study of our data set, we observed that our volunteers always took less than 10s to perform any gesture. As we will describe later, we measure CFR values from our WiFi NIC at a rate of 100 samples/sec. Consequently, each dPC-component always has less than 1000 points. Thus, we chose a number 1024 (>1000 and an exact power of 2, which makes it easy to apply DWT), and used smoothing splines [9] to extrapolate each dPC-component to 1024 points.
3) DWT:
DWT is a hierarchical transform that gives detail coefficients at multiple levels, where the frequency span at any given level is half of the span at the level before it. When we apply DWT to a dPC-component, the resulting detail coefficients at any given DWT level represent the correlation between the dPC-component and the wavelet function at the frequency corresponding to that DWT level. The detail coefficients are also ordered according to their occurrence in time. In our implementation, we used Daubechies D4 wavelet because it is the most commonly used wavelet and also gave the highest accuracy in our experiments. Similarly, we used the detail coefficients corresponding to DWT level 3 due to its high accuracy. At level 3, we get 1024/2 3 = 128 detail coefficients for each virtual sample. Due to space limitation, we do not give the theory and other details of DWT here, and refer interested readers to [20, 28] .
4) Energy Calculation:
While the detail coefficients contain distinct patterns for virtual samples of different gestures, we observed that these patterns also had slight shifts across the virtual samples of the same gesture due to human imprecisions. Thus, using these coefficients directly for classification results in relatively low accuracy. To mitigate this, WiAG distributes these 128 detail coefficients almost equally into 10 bins. More specifically, it puts the first 8 sets of 13 consecutive coefficients in first 8 bins and the remaining 2 sets of 12 consecutive coefficients in the remaining two bins. It then calculates the energy of each bin and uses it as a feature. The energy of a bin is equal to the sum of square of all values in it. Thus, WiAG extracts 10 features per virtual sample, which it uses for classification.
Recognizing Gestures at Runtime
To recognize a gesture at runtime, WiAG follows the steps described under "Gesture Recognition" in Section 4. Here we only describe how it applies the k-NN based classification step at the estimated user configuration. To classify an unknown gesture, WiAG first extracts the 10 features from its NT x × NRx dPC-streams. After that, it applies the k-NN classifier, which essentially looks at the k nearest neighbors of this unknown gesture in the 10 dimensional space containing all virtual samples of all gesture at the estimated configuration, and declares the unknown gesture to be the one whose virtual samples are most frequent among its k nearest neighbors. In our implementation, k = 20.
IMPLEMENTATION & EVALUATION
We implemented WiAG on a Thinkpad X200 laptop equipped with an Intel 5300 WiFi NIC attached to two omni-directional antennas. We installed the tool developed by Halperin et al. [24] on the laptop to obtain CSI measurements in the 2.4GHz WiFi frequency band with 20MHz bandwidth subcarriers. The laptop communicates with a TP-Link N750 access point (AP). In our implementation, the laptop and AP contain two and three antennas, respectively, i.e., NT x = 2 and NRx = 3. To collect CSI measurements, we probed the AP using ping command every 10ms and achieved a sampling rate of 100 samples/sec. In comparison, existing schemes, such as CARM, ping the AP at very high rates of up to 2500 pings per second, which consumes a significant portion of the bandwidth, leaving little bandwidth for transferring actual data. Next, we first describe our evaluation setup along with information about the data we collected. After that, we evaluate the configuration estimation and gesture recognition accuracies of WiAG. Last, we evaluate the performance of WiAG under changing environmental conditions. All evaluations are done using using real world data.
Evaluation Setup
We collected 1427 samples from 10 volunteers for 6 gestures at 5 different positions on 8 different days. The names of the six gestures and the number of samples per gesture are listed in Table 1 . Note that WiAG does not require the training samples to come from the same user whose gestures it has to recognize. Consequently, the number of volunteers in the data set is irrelevant. Nonetheless, we still collected samples from 10 volunteers. We collected these samples in a 25ft×16ft room that contains usual furniture including 7 chairs and 3 tables. Figure 5 shows the layout of the room along with the locations of access point (T x), laptop (Rx), and the 5 positions (represented by triangles) where we collected samples. The ordered-pair under each triangle gives volunteers' absolute position in inches (with T x being at origin) and the value above gives volunteers' orientation with respect to the receiver at that position. We collected these samples after obtaining IRB approval. To incorporate the effects of environmental changes, we randomly moved furniture in the room each day before collecting samples on that day. 
Rx
Orientation Estimation Accuracy
To evaluate WiAG's configuration estimation scheme, we show the performance of WiAG in estimating orientations of users. For this, we took all samples of the push gesture (recall that WiAG uses push gesture as preamble) from our data set and estimated user orientation from each sample. We report the performance of WiAG's orientation estimation in terms of absolute error, which is the absolute value of the difference between the estimated orientation and the actual orientation, measured in degrees. We observe from our experiments that WiAG achieves average absolute error of less than 23
• in estimating user orientation. Figure 6 plots the CDF of absolute errors across all samples of push gesture collected at all positions. Recall that we recommended to generate classification models for 8 orientations per position, which corresponds to 45
• per orientation. As WiAG achieves an average error of almost half of 45
• , it can correctly identify the classification model that it should use when evaluating an unknown gesture. We also observed from our experiments that the smallest absolute error that WiAG achieved is just 1.3
• . 
Gesture Recognition Accuracy
Next, we first show WiAG's performance in recognizing gestures when only the orientation of user changes compared to the orientation of user at the time of providing training samples. For this set of experiments, the position of user stays the same. After that, we show the performance of WiAG when both orientation and position of user change. We report the gesture recognition performance of WiAG in terms of accuracy, which is defined as the percentage of samples correctly recognized. Accuracy with Change in Orientation: For this set of experiments, in addition to collecting samples in the 44
• orientation at position P3 (see Figure 5) , we also collected samples from our volunteers for all 6 gestures in two randomly chosen orientations of 134
• and 314
• at P3. Next, we first obtained virtual samples corresponding to the 134
• orientations using real samples collected in the 44
• orientation, and then evaluated the real samples collected in the 134
• orientations using the corresponding virtual samples. Figure 7 (a) plots WiAG's aggregate accuracy across all gestures for each test orientation using a black bar and accuracy for individual gestures using patterned and grey-scale bars. We observe from this figure that WiAG achieves an aggregate accuracy of at least 89.9% across six gestures when trained and tested in different orientations. Figure 7 (b) plots the accuracies when we repeat the same set of experiments, except that we use the samples in the 44
• orientation directly without applying our translation function. We observe from this figure that the accuracy drops significantly to 47.62% and 53.26% for the two test orientations. This result has two implications: 1) change in orientation indeed severely deteriorates the accuracy of WiFi based gesture recognition, and 2) our translation function is very effective in making WiFi based gesture recognition agnostic to orientation. For this set of experiments, we used the samples collected at position P3 in 44
• orientation and generated virtual samples corresponding to configurations at positions P1, P2, P4 and P5. We then evaluated the real samples collected at each of these four positions using the virtual samples generated for the corresponding configurations and applying the k-NN classifier. Our experimental results show that WiAG achieves an average accuracy of 91.4% in recognizing the six gestures in all 4 different configurations. Note that this accuracy is comparable to that reported by prior WiFi based gesture and activity recognition systems [12-16, 24, 27, 35, 42, 45, 46] , which train and test in same configurations. Figure 8 (a) plots WiAG's aggregate accuracy across all gestures in each configuration using a black bar and accuracy for individual gestures using patterned and grey-scale bars. We see in this figure that WiAG achieves an aggregate accuracy of no less than 90.6% across the six ges-tures. Figure 9(a) shows the confusion matrix for the six gestures across all four configurations. We see that WiAG achieves the highest average accuracy for the Push gesture. • orientation directly without applying our translation function. From Figure 8 (b), we observe that even the highest aggregate accuracy among the 4 configurations is just 61.24%, which is significantly less than the minimum aggregate accuracy of 90.6% when using the translation function. We observe similar trends on comparing Figures 9(a) and 9(b). From Figure 9 (b), we also observe that 43% of push gestures are recognized as pull because without taking orientation into account, push gesture in one orientation and pull gesture in another can appear very similar to the receiver. These observations show that our translation function indeed makes WiAG agnostic to position and orientation.
Effect of Environmental Changes
In this section, we evaluate the performance of WiAG when the number and position of stationary objects in an environment change across samples, such as moving or adding a chair. Recall from Section 8.1 that when collecting samples, we randomly moved furniture each day before collecting samples on that day. For this set of experiments, for each day in our data set, we evaluated the samples collected on that day using the samples collected on all other days and applying the k-NN classifier. Figure 10 shows the resulting average accuracy of WiAG across all gestures for each day in our data set. We observe from this figure that the accuracy of WiAG does not change significantly across days, which shows that the static environmental changes do not affect WiAG. WiAG achieves this property due to the differentiation step of Eq. (8). 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed WiAG, a theoretically grounded position and orientation agnostic gesture recognition system. The key novelty of WiAG lies in its translation function that can generate virtual samples of any gesture in any desired configuration, and in its configuration estimation scheme that can estimate the position and orientation of user with respect to the receiver. The key technical depth of WiAG lies in its parametric formulation of the model for calculating changes in CFR due to linear and non-linear human gestures. This parametric formulation lies at the the heart of WiAG's translation function and configuration estimation scheme. We implemented WiAG using cheap, commercially available, commodity WiFi devices and demonstrated that when user's configuration is not the same as at the time of collecting training samples, using our translation function, WiAG significantly improves the gesture recognition accuracy from just 51.4% to 91.4%. We envision that WiAG will help the research on WiFi based gesture recognition to step into its next phase of evolution where it will become more ubiquitous, pervasive, and practical.
